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Signs Off

It has been my pleasure and privilege to serve as the editor of this journal for the past two years, and now it is time for me to hand the reigns to RoseMary Honnold, the very capable and accomplished author and teen services coordinator from Coshocton, Ohio.

It is an oft-repeated practice among those reflecting on their tenures to relate personal details of how their lives have changed over the years. Luckily for you, my stint as editor only spanned two years, so I can spare you the trip down my own memory lane. But it is amazing to me how YALSA has grown in that relatively short amount of time. Not only has our division learned to survive on its own financially, without ALA's subsidization, it has thrived as the fastest-growing division in the entire organization! In addition, in just two years, YALSA has established and celebrated Teen Tech Week, created the William C. Morris Debut YA Award and the Odyssey Award, established the Great Graphic Novels for Teens list, launched the YALSA wiki and blog, began offering continuing education courses via distance learning, and commemorated its 50th Anniversary. Mind you, this list of impressive accomplishments does not replace any of the work YALSA members were already doing.

I've been delighted to work with three YALSA presidents: Pam Spencer-Holley, Judy Nelson, and Paula Brehm-Heeger. Each of these accomplished women navigated the YALSA ship through unchartered territory to achieve the above-named accomplishments. I'm certain that future leadership of the organization will be just as devoted, driven, and ambitious. And I'd be remiss if I didn't mention YALSA's staff: Beth Yoke, Nichole Gilbert, Stevie Kuenn, Esther Murphy, and Letitia Smith are dedicated and consummate professionals and are an integral part of YALSA's success.

I suppose what I'm trying to say is that I am proud to have been a part of all the success and excitement YALSA has enjoyed during my relatively brief stint as editor of this journal, and I'd like to thank those mentioned above, as well as all of the authors who submitted articles to YALS, and of course, all of the YALSA members who volunteered to conduct interviews, submit book reviews, or write summaries of their committee's work. It was a rare thing for a member to tell me he or she had too much on their plate to take on a writing assignment. In fact, I'm not sure that ever happened! So thank you for making my job easier, and for being such a great group of folks to work with and for.

Signing off... YALS

Valerie A. Ott
YALSA celebrated fifty years of advocating, promoting, and strengthening library service to young adults in 2007. In 2008, we will continue to build on our tradition of excellence in a variety of ways, from kicking off our three-year @ your library® advocacy campaign and holding our first-ever Young Adult Literature Symposium, focused on, “How We Read Now,” to honoring another round of award-winning titles in this issue of YALS. I’m proud this year, as always, of all our amazing winners, but I am particularly pleased that we can now include the brand new Odyssey Award for excellence in audiobook production among our honored titles.

These many impressive achievements do not happen by accident, however. The hard work and dedication of YALSA’s members, leaders, and staff are a major part of why our division continues to be so successful and why we are able to expand our list of resources to include innovative items like the Odyssey Award. Another part of our equation for success is our ability to think and act strategically. Reflecting on the crucial role strategic and deliberate action plays in our continued success is particularly relevant in 2008, as we will be working to update our strategic plan this year.

Our current strategic plan, available on YALSA’s Web site at www.ala.org/ala/yalsa/aboutyalsab/strategicplan2005.pdf, has provided focus and clarity for our division. Working from this important document, YALSA leaders have created and updated our ever-evolving action plan, providing a blueprint for success that keeps our division moving forward even during times of immense change such as those we have experienced in recent years. Using this framework, we have determined priorities and allocated our resources accordingly. There can be little doubt that we have harnessed the power of strategic thinking and action as we have become the fastest-growing division of ALA. What an amazing accomplishment!

As I write this column, we are preparing for several important strategic planning activities at ALA’s Midwinter Meeting. Included among these activities will be the gathering of input from a wide variety of YALSA members and division leaders, including the Board of Directors and committee chairs. And, as with all aspects of our division, a top priority is also gathering as much member input as possible, something we have accomplished during this process through an online survey that was open and advertised to all members. Member input is a key aspect of the strategic planning process. I deeply appreciate all of the members who spent valuable time responding to this survey or attending input sessions to share your thoughts and ideas.

Strategic planning is no easy task. We live in a rapidly changing world. Projecting what things will be like in three to five years seems to become more challenging all the time. Just think back for a moment to June 2004, when YALSA members and leaders last updated our strategic plan. How many of us had even heard of MySpace or had any idea what a “Wii” might be? If someone had suggested to you then that in just a few short years YALSA would be hosting annual sold-out gaming nights at conferences, would you have believed it?

Clearly, a lot can change in a short amount of time. It is a testament to the excellence of the current strategic plan, and those who have worked to develop and continuously update the correlating action plan, that YALSA has been able to lead the way on so many original, cutting-edge ideas for engaging teens in our nation’s libraries. With the support, enthusiasm, and energy of YALSA members and leaders behind it, I know the new strategic plan will keep YALSA leading the way by ensuring that we are nimble enough to seize opportunities when we see them and confident enough to face challenges when they arise.

As I mentioned at the beginning of my column, YALSA has just finished celebrating a half century of success and excellence. Is there any doubt that in another fifty years YALSA members will once again be holding a year-long celebration and marveling at our division’s century of accomplishments? Not in my mind! The foundation for that long-term success starts now, with today’s members and our ability to think and act strategically. I look forward to working with all of you to set the strategic direction for YALSA in 2008.
Do you work with librarians or administrators who don’t really understand what you do and why you like to work with teens? Do you know library staffers who find teens odd, difficult, bewildering, or scary? Then you might want to share with them the newly approved Guidelines for Library Services to Teens, a joint project of YALSA and the Reference and User Services Association (RUSA). RUSA is in the process of creating a series of guidelines on library services to various user groups, and YALSA members were delighted to work with them on these guidelines for service to teens. The guidelines were approved by the YALSA Board in 2007 at ALA Annual Conference in Washington, D.C., and by the RUSA Board at this year’s ALA Midwinter Meeting in Philadelphia. The guidelines will be available on the RUSA and YALSA Web sites.

Guidelines for Library Services to Teens, Ages 12–18

These guidelines were created in 2006 by a joint task force made up of RUSA and YALSA members. Members of the task force were Sarah Flowers, Helen Hejny, Rosemary Chance, Mary K. Chelton, David Fuller, and Stephen Matthews.

Introduction

Teens are substantial users of public libraries and the primary users of secondary school libraries. Their presence and numbers, as well as their developmental characteristics and life circumstances, present a distinct challenge for reference service providers. During adolescence, teens develop the ability to hypothesize and think about the future and foresee consequences for actions. They also develop personal ethics and critical thinking abilities. At the same time, they are extremely self-conscious, which makes them easily embarrassed. All of these factors combine to make reference service to teens unique and uniquely challenging. It is our hope that these guidelines will help reference librarians in all kinds of libraries provide excellent service to teens.

Guidelines

1.0. Integrate library service to teens into the overall library plan, budget, and service program.

It is essential for the leaders and policy makers of the library to understand that service for teens is not a fad, that the need and demand for library services will only increase, that teens have specific library service needs that are different from those of children or adults, and that nothing short of a total moral and financial commitment to library services for teens will meet the needs and demands of the present and future teen library user.

1.1. Acknowledge the educational and developmental needs of teens in the library’s strategic planning and evaluation process.

1.2. Incorporate funding for materials and services for teens in the library’s operating budget.

1.3. Actively seek supplemental funding for programs and services to teens.

1.4. Provide spaces and collections for teens that are separate from children’s spaces and collections.

2.0. Provide teens with courteous and professional customer service at every service point.

Friendly, positive, and unbiased customer interactions are the goal of every public service

SARAH FLOWERS is the Deputy County Librarian at the Santa Clara County (Calif.) Library. She has been on numerous YALSA Committees and the YALSA Board of Directors and is currently an ALA Councillor.
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provider. This is especially true in the world of libraries, as we strive to offer courteous professional services to all library users. All library customers, regardless of age, benefit when library staff foster a knowledgeable, friendly, and inviting atmosphere.

2.1. Promote a more beneficial working relationship with teens through continuous staff development and education.

2.2. Integrate library services to teens with those offered to other user populations.

2.3. Assure that services for teens embrace cultural diversity and economic differences.

2.4. Train all staff members to respect teens' need for privacy and non-judgmental service.

2.5. Provide services by teen specialists or certified school library media specialists, as well as by others who are trained to serve teens.

3.0. Use the most current information and communication technologies, the connections that they use on a daily basis, to provide information to teens.

Online information and electronic communication is a way of life for most teens. They have come of age with the Internet, iPods, cable and satellite television, cell phones, etc., and these tools form a seamless part of their everyday lives. Change and innovation are and will be the defining forces in personal technology; therefore, this list of gadgets and interfaces will expand and change as the ways to be “wired” morph and grow. Librarians need to understand how these “digital natives” perceive the world. We need to provide direction, structure, and effective assistance, both when we are asked directly to help as well as when we are not. Sound and savvy instruction in information literacy and thoughtful design of intuitive and welcoming portals to our virtual libraries are essential allies in serving the needs of teens.

3.1. Provide unfettered and convenient access to licensed databases and other online library resources for teens.

3.2. Incorporate the use of social networking (for example, instant messaging, blogs, and social Web sites) into service plans that are designed to provide reference services to teens.

3.3. Employ in-person as well as digital (online tutorials, help screens, search process prompts) methods of information literacy instruction at the point of service.

3.4. Develop and promote homework assistance Web sites and portals as key elements in meeting the information needs of teens.

3.5. Ensure that teens receive the same high quality of online reference service as all other users.

3.6. Endeavor to make online reference services available 24/7 to accommodate teens' busy lifestyles and often unpredictable study and research habits.

4.0. Provide and promote information and resources appropriate to both curriculum and leisure needs of teens.

Teens approach the reference desk with two main types of questions: the “imposed” query (usually a school assignment) and the personal query (often a popular culture interest). Maintaining a collection that is relevant to the interests and needs of teens will help maintain the relevance of the library in their lives. The library's role extends beyond gathering resources to keeping current those resources and actively seeking means to publicize and promote them. The library should be positioned as a primary access point to information on everything from school curriculum topics to college planning, health issues, career opportunities, and popular culture.

4.1. Develop collections to reflect the information needs and interests of teens.

4.2. Take the requests of teens seriously, and ask for their input in developing collections for them.

4.3. Recognize that homework is a major part of teen information-seeking and that homework assistance is a necessary service for this age group.

4.4. Recognize that teens often do not know or are not interested in the content of what they are asking, but only know that they have to have it, usually at once.

4.4. Provide a variety of formats for information and resources, such as audiobooks, databases, Internet access, and listening equipment, as well as computer programs such as word processing, spreadsheet, database, and Web publishing software for homework assignments, class projects, and recreational use.

5.0. Provide library services and programs appropriate for teens.

Libraries should provide a community setting for teen programming that will ultimately enable teens to develop new library skills, to become independent and skillful library users, and to enjoy traditional informational or recreational programs.
5.1. Provide positive programming to meet the needs and interests of teens and their family members as well as opportunities for teens to experience ownership of the library by contributing collection suggestions and situations in which they can share their expertise (with reading, technology, hobbies, and so on).

5.2. Create activities that promote growth and development such as community service hours, volunteer opportunities and projects that help develop a sense of responsibility.

5.3. Guide teens to become self-sufficient library users through example and pertinent activities and positive programs specifically designed to meet their interests.

5.4. Develop programming and services to meet the needs of teens unable to visit the library through technology and outreach.

5.5. Publicize services and programs for teens in popular local establishments and by using current technology trends.

5.6. Actively involve teens with planning and implementing services and programs for their age group through advisory boards, task forces, and by less formal means (surveys, one-on-one discussion, focus groups, and so on).

6.0. Cultivate partnerships with community agencies and groups serving teens.

Library programs and services for teens should not replicate those of other agencies, but can complement and support them. Investigate possible joint programs for teens. Identify resources the library can provide to assist professionals who work with teens.

6.1. Identify community organizations and groups of and for teens.

6.2. Collaborate with schools in areas such as class assignments, reading lists, and bibliographic instruction to more effectively serve teens’ academic needs.

6.3. Collaborate with other organizations serving teens such as youth groups and after-school programs.

6.4. Partner with schools and local organizations for library programs and delivery of services.

Further Reading
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The William C. Morris Debut YA Award will make its debut in 2009. This new award will join ranks with YALSA’s other prestigious literature honors as the only one given to a book written by a first-time author writing for teens. “[YALSA] believe[s] it is valuable to use the strength of [its] reputation and expertise to widely publicize and forthrightly honor these ‘first-time’ books and their authors’ with the hopes that the award will serve to encourage new authors to the field of young adult literature, ensuring its continued growth.”

The award’s namesake, William C. Morris, passed away in 2003, but not before leaving a pronounced mark in the publishing world as a salesperson for HarperCollins for nearly fifty years. His love for young adult literature was evident to all of the librarians with whom he interacted throughout the span of his career. Michael Cart, former YALSA president, author, and Booklist columnist, said, “Over the years [Bill] developed an encyclopedic knowledge of [teen] literature and an uncanny knack for introducing the right book to the right reader at the right time. [People] quickly learned to value his judgments and recommendations, since his literary taste was more than discerning; it was impeccable.” With this passion and breadth of knowledge, it is no wonder that Morris had scores of fans throughout the publishing and library worlds.

Because Morris was always excited about fresh new voices writing for teens, it seems only fitting that this award will “celebrate the achievement of a previously unpublished author, or authors, who have made a strong literary debut in writing for young adult readers.” The book will demonstrate its excellence through the quality of its writing and illustration; its integrity as a whole; and its appeal factor to a wide range of teen readers.

Field nominations for the William C. Morris Debut YA Award will be accepted until December 1, 2008, after which a shortlist of up to five titles will be announced to help promote the award. The first winning title will be chosen and announced by the selection committee at ALA’s Midwinter Meeting, in January 2009, in Denver. To read more about the criteria for titles to be considered, and the nomination process, visit www.ala.org/ala/yalsa/booklistsawards/morris/morrispolicy.cfm.
The LISNews blog entry on December 14, 2007, mentions a short article from www.iBookWatch.com about Amazon’s Kindle. This highly amusing post exclaims, “When I saw that Amazon had called their reader Kindle the first thought that came to my mind was, ‘Kindle! What! Was the name flaming ball of death already taken?’” In fact, a Newsweek article on Jeff Bezos, Amazon’s CEO, and the internet bookseller’s new e-reader, says that the device was “named to evoke the crackling ignition of knowledge.”

Independent school librarians generally have a greater measure of freedom when it comes to their budgets. Usually, the librarian controls the budget after it has been allocated for the year. Not having layers of red tape and administration are very desirable, especially for those librarian technophiles who love to live on the bleeding edge. But perhaps the question independent school librarians should be asking is not why the Kindle is thus named, but rather is it worth burning up $399 (plus shipping) of the library’s budget and then leaving the library’s credit card open to burn indefinitely?

Several independent school librarians purchased the Kindle with the intent of using it for required reading and textbooks. Anyone who has ever seen the alarming size of students’ backpacks today (how sixty-pound girls carry eighty-pound backpacks is a science conundrum), would find the idea of students carrying Kindles that contain all of their textbooks very appealing.

Librarians have been criticized for not jumping on the Amazon.com–style catalog sooner. I think in the case of the Kindle, however, it would have served Bezos to at least look past the individual and to the public as a whole. Granted, its Whispernet technology is fabulous, allowing the Kindle to always be on, perpetually available for the owner to buy a book, only to have it a few seconds later on his Kindle, ready to read. Bezos doesn’t seem to have considered, though, that it may not be possible for every person to have their own Kindle, with their own Amazon.com account and credit card attached to it. For instance, what parent would want their child to take an open credit card with a letter of authorization to the schoolyard, where any person who picks up the Kindle could download books, blogs, and newspapers? At our school there are almost daily messages sent out from the Dean of Students’ office with the subject line reading “Lost.” Lost laptops, lost cell phones, lost purses, lost books, lost iPods . . .

From its description and early information, the response seems positive, but bewildering from a librarian’s perspective. How could this tool ever be used in mass quantities by students, and how would the library’s budget be protected from unauthorized charges? Perhaps Bezos could, like Dale Carnegie before him, consider the public good and create a Kindle that is specifically designed to contain only classroom texts and required reading. Students must purchase all those books anyway. Why not sell the Kindles at a reduced rate to schools in place of textbooks and ship them with the texts already downloaded?

Wait a minute. Doesn’t Amazon sell textbooks and books?

If Bezos was to put a Kindle in the hand of every school-aged child containing all of their textbooks and leisure reading books, and the account could be turned on and off by parents, it may well turn out that Kindle stands for flaming ball of success. Until then, school librarians will continue to burn with hope.
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As young adult librarians, we face many challenges. We may find that we always need more for our teens: more materials, more space, or more funding for new programs. A parent may have a complaint about one of the books in our collection, or about what his child is finding on the Internet at the library. The local legislature, school board, or library trustees may propose a new bill or enforce new regulations that will adversely affect the teens in our area.

The YALSA Advocacy Tool Kit will give us all help and advice in these areas and many more. The YALSA Advocacy Tool Kit is the first step in YALSA’s @ your library® campaign. YALSA is joining with other ALA units in the Campaign for America’s Libraries to spread the word about the importance of libraries and library service. This first year (2008) is focused on the YALSA membership and the inauguration of the online tool kit. The second year will focus on advocacy efforts with our administrators, and the third year will expand the effort to our communities and teens, with a special youth advocacy program.

The YALSA Advocacy Tool Kit contains ideas on how to collaborate with community organizations to maximize outreach to teens, how to gain more support from school or public library administrators, how to take advantage of funding opportunities, and how to sharpen skills to show others how to turn a challenge into an opportunity.

Speaking out for young adult services takes planning and practice in working with others—in other words, being an advocate for oneself, for one’s teens, and for the services needed to serve them. Another component of the tool kit is the YALSA Advocacy Workbook, which gives practical steps to guide young adult librarians through the advocacy process.

The YALSA Advocacy Task Force has been working for the past two years to help define the @ your library Campaign and its scope. The task force surveyed YALSA members about their most important issues; met with consultants Linda Wallace and Peggy Barber of Library Communication Strategies on the complexities of serving young adults in school and public libraries; and searched for relevant research and articles to enhance the tool kit.

The Taking Teen Services to the Next Level Preconference at the Midwinter Meeting in Philadelphia on January 11, 2008, was the first event in this three-year campaign. Julie Scordato, teen services specialist at the Columbus (Ohio) Metropolitan Library, started off the morning with a spirited description of all the various aspects of advocacy. Melanie Anderson, assistant director of the Office of Government Relations at the ALA Washington office, spoke about advocating to our federal legislators. The group joined participants in the ALA Advocacy Institute for lunch and short talks by Linda Braun and Elaine Meyers. Following lunch, Barbara Blosveren, director of the Stratford (Conn.) Library Association, and Joyce Valen, Ph.D., of the Springfield (Pa.) Township High School Library, led break-out sessions. Morning and afternoon roundtable sessions gave the seventy participants time to work through the exercises in the YALSA Advocacy Workbook and actually decide upon a goal as well as an action plan to implement when they returned home.

MALIS WENDT recently retired from The New York Public Library after thirty-five years of service. Her last position as Associate Director, Staten Island Libraries. She served as YALSA President in 1992. Members of the Advocacy Task Force are MALIS WENDT, chair; BARBARA BLOSVEREN, Stratford (Conn.) Library Association; DEBBIE FISHER, Central Falls (R.I.) High School; ROLLIE WELCH, Cleveland (Ohio) Public Library; KELLEY WORMAN, Fresno County (Calif.) Public Library; and JENNIFER DEWSNAP, virtual member, South Miami (Fla.) Branch Library. IAN ROSENNOIR is currently a Library Services Supervisor with the Miami Dade Public Library System and oversees ten branch libraries of varying sizes. He studied and obtained his library degree in the UK and has been living in the United States for about sixteen years.
Say Hello to OLA!
ALA’s New Office for Library Advocacy

Seeking to meet the challenges libraries and library professionals face at the state and local level, and as a reaction to member request for increased advocacy efforts, ALA established the Office for Library Advocacy (OLA) in September 2007. OLA supports advocates’ efforts to improve libraries of all types through the development of resources, tools, and trainings for library advocates.

OLA is an outgrowth of advocacy work that took place within the ALA Public Information Office in the past years. Such initiatives include the Advocacy Institute, with which YALSA partnered at the 2008 ALA Midwinter Meeting. A collaborative luncheon and breakout sessions focused on transforming teen patrons into lifelong advocates, was widely attended.

The new office also has been working closely with YALSA through ilovelibraries.org, ALA’s Web site for the public, a place where those outside of the library community can visit to learn more about the health and vitality of today’s libraries. The Printz Award was recently featured in ilovelibraries.org’s coverage of the Youth Media Awards. YALSA members should stay tuned to the Web site for coverage of National Gaming in Libraries Day, scheduled to take place April 18, 2008, during National Library Week, as well as Free Comic Book Day, May 3, 2008.

OLA’s most recent endeavor involves partnering with the grassroots effort happening in Spokane, Washington, where three moms, so fed up with the state of school libraries, began a coalition to begin reform of school libraries within the state. Calling themselves the “Washington Coalition for School Libraries and Information Technology,” the moms began a petition drive that quickly gained thousands of signatures. They worked with area library leaders to create a senate bill that would provide better funding for library resources and that would serve as model for nationwide school library media program reform.

In addition to working with YALSA and other factions of ALA with a stake in advocacy, part of OLA’s charge is to cultivate future advocates to sustain the advocacy efforts of the association, and at the local level. As such, the OLA is seeking input from YALSA advocates on how to bolster advocacy resources, improve Web sites and tools and foster more collaboration. For more information, visit www.ala.org/ola or contact advocacy@ala.org.

—Marci Merola, director, Office for Library Advocacy

Journal of a Teen Advocate
By Ian Rosenior

I believe in involving and having input from the people you serve: know them, talk to them, listen to them, and involve them as much as possible.

My work with teenagers as a school librarian started about thirty years ago in the United Kingdom. Before interviewing for the position, I asked if the interview panel would include the students. I could see the surprised look on the principal’s face. He was, however, a young and progressive administrator, and although he did not change the initial panel for the interview, he arranged for all of the candidates to be interviewed by a panel of the students.

I am not sure that was why I was offered the position, but in any case, after starting the job, I did agree to some of the students’ requests, such as opening the library during school holidays with the consent of the janitorial head. It was at that school that I established my first student library board (a.k.a. TAG).

Later, I spent a short time with the New York Public Library in the Bronx. I am always grateful for that period of training and exposure, which prepared me and influenced my career in librarianship. I worked with the best I have known in advocating young adult librarianship.

“Training is important, but equally important is getting to know those you’re working for and with, as well as meeting them in their own environment. Get to know who they are and where they are coming from. Find out their needs, wants, and dislikes.”

I joined the Miami-Dade Public Library system in 1994 as the young adult librarian, an entry-level position at the then Miami Beach Regional Library. I immediately started using the skills I had developed through outreach to schools and youth organizations in the area: promoting library services and reading and encouraging teenagers to use their library. The result: What used to be a library mostly for retirees was attracting quite a large number of teenagers. I established after-school clubs, convinced the manager to hire teenagers as pages, and established a YA area in the library.

By chance that year, ALA Annual Conference was here in Miami, and I was asked to assist YALSA with preconference arrangements for “Serving the Under-served.” I decided to become a member of YALSA that very year.

Take opportunities and use them well when you have them. Assess the needs of those you serve.

About two years after joining the Miami-Dade Public Library System, the position of head of young adult services be-
came vacant, and I successfully applied for the position. This gave me the opportunity to influence systemwide policies and decision-making for teenagers. I was in charge of the young adult collection and materials budget for the entire system, and led a team of nine librarians. With my background as a YALSA trainer, I organized training and workshops for the staff; prepared and published information fliers and bibliographies; developed SWAT teams to visit branch libraries and assist branches with developing and weeding their teen collection; established YA spaces; developed lists of schools and youth organizations; and visited schools to conduct booktalks and programs within the county. I found it important to encourage participation, as well as suggestions and feedback from the YA team, including making the teen meetings open to all, especially to branch managers. I made myself available to schools, attended PTA meetings and career days, and got involved with school board programs such as college fairs.

Lend your voice and expertise.

A few years after I took over this position, the library system decided to close the young adult area at the main library. I was moved to the social sciences and humanities department, but young adult services continued to be under my domain. I asked for a meeting with the assistant director in order to state my case for having a young adult area and for keeping the collection together. She asked that I put my proposal in writing. I did and was told to come up with a plan for moving the collection to the social science and humanities department. So I obtained the original blueprints, worked with the maintenance department, obtained shelving, and re-planned the department to incorporate a young adult area. Some of my arguments and supporting statements came right from YALSA.

Stay the course, and provide leadership and support where needed.

In 2004, I was appointed the regional manager for the Miami Beach Regional Library. I contribute to YALSA discussion lists and continue to pass on information that will promote and strengthen work done with teens within the library environment. I still actively participate in all areas of young adult services within the library system as part of the young adult management team, conduct workshops, encourage and support young adult librarians, and serve as a voice for teenagers. For example, the Miami Beach Regional Library recently established a teen activity room—a space separate from the open mezzanine young adult area. This was requested by teens to meet their need for space for small programs such as their anime club, which they run themselves. I was able to support this, and got appropriate furniture for the room. Because the addition of the activity room has curtailed the number of complaints about noise, teens can now use the mezzanine for individual and group study and computer usage. YALS

Laura Vaccaro Seeger
2008 Caldecott Honor Book and Geisel Honor Book recipient for First the Egg, will bring the opening keynote during dinner on Thursday.

“Breakfast for Bill” featuring a panel of children’s book author/editor teams including Sharon Creech and Joanna Cotler, will be held on Friday morning. The breakfast, included with registration, will honor the memory of Morris, who was a long time ALSC member and friend, recipient of the first ALSC Distinguished Service Award, and an advocate for children’s librarians and literature.

Networking Reception will be held Friday evening at the Salt Lake City Public Library, where you will have the opportunity to meet local authors.

2008
NATIONAL INSTITUTE
Salt Lake City, UT
September 18-20, 2008

This two and a half day intensive professional development opportunity with a youth services focus will help you trailblaze your path to library success!

Three exciting tracks will be offered Thursday and repeat on Friday so that participants will attend two of the three tracks, including: Technology and Children’s Services, Programming in the New Millennium, and Inspiring Lifelong Reading with the Best of the Best in Children’s Books and a Focus on ’Tweens and Reading

Attendees will participate in one of three available Saturday morning workshops, including: Hands-on Technology Session, Nuts & Bolts of Author Visits, and Programming for Young English Language Learners and their Families

More information and registration details are available on the ALSC Web site at: www.ala.org/alscinstitute
The bookstore clerk was perplexed.
"You don't want me to try and get a different copy? You only want these?" I nodded. I only want those books. The exact ISBNs listed. No substitutions. She nodded back, but seemed uncertain.
What did it matter if it was hardback, library binding, or paperback? The content was the same. But the content doesn't matter if no one checks it out. It's not what's inside that counts. I select books by their covers.

My method of book selection may not follow the rules of librarianship, and I'm not even sure what those rules are. I took a class in resource selection in 1980, my sophomore year in college, but I was only dabbling in different subjects. All I remember was that books could receive very different reviews. Taste in books was subjective. Selecting books was a bit of a gamble.

Fifteen years later I was hired as a part-time librarian at the new middle school, joining the existing staff of a full-time librarian and part-time secretary who had worked together for more than ten years. I was in charge of magazines and audiovisuals, and the full-time librarian chose the books. She was methodical with book selection, taking home stacks of Booklist and School Library Journal and filling out mounds of consideration cards. On each card, she wrote the essentials of any book she considered purchasing: title, author, ISBN, hardback or paperback, recommended age, and subjects. The cards were rubberbanded and filed away until it was time to place the order with the book jobber, then each card was placed inside the received book for cataloging. Her desk was filled with bundles of those soft, smudgy cards.

When she retired, I assumed responsibility for the fiction collection, but found those thick bundles of frayed consideration cards cumbersome and clumsy. I didn't like flipping through the cards, and I didn't like writing so much by hand. Instead, I typed my notes onto a tidy spreadsheet that I printed when I was ready to place my order. I called the jobber and read my numbers to them; they told me if it was available, came from a secondary warehouse, was on back order, or out of print. It was simple, and they provided a 30 percent discount and MARC records. The box of books came in three days.

When a box of new books arrives, librarians are giddy children on Christmas as we slice through the tape and peel open the top. We "ooh" over the neat stacks of crisp covers and clean pages, and groan over the occasional disappointments, such as a 1975 vintage cover with kids in striped t-shirts and dopey grins indicating a madcap farce, or a cover with a schmaltzy scene of a guy and girl embracing, gazing at a distant mountain with melancholy anguish on their faces. Other failures include covers that date themselves with trendy fashions and hairstyles, or covers that try to include as many aspects of the book as possible, and in doing so fail to intrigue or entice the reader. Illustrations that say too much will alienate readers. Let them discover the book themselves.

I learned the importance of book covers in my first year as a librarian when I began reading the young adult titles in our collection. I chose Chris Crutcher's The Crazy Horse Electric Game because on its cover were three kids celebrating an apparent victory on a baseball field, and I needed a sports book in my repertoire. One boy was hoisting another boy, whose arm was pumped in triumph, while a girl (with big hair and short shorts) gazed at him with pride and joy. Once I began reading the book, however, I realized that this was the scene from the first chapter. The hero then gets into a water-skiing accident and is partially paralyzed, his parents' marriage crumbles over their guilt and grief, and he is quickly alienated from his friends, family, and past life. He runs away to Oakland, California, to a world of gangs, drugs, and pimps (one whom he befriends), and struggles to make a new life for himself. Gritty stuff. Hardly your typical sports story. But anyone who sees the cover will expect baseball action, a little romance, and a triumphant ending. Those who want rough edges will avoid this, and those seeking simplicity will be quite surprised. And most will reject the book because, frankly, the kids look a little dorky. In 2003, HarperCollins reissued the book with a
Go Ahead

different cover. A young man extends his mitt towards the camera, his face obscured by his arm. Action, intensity, and baseball. Now that's more like it.

Covers are important to library patrons, but no more so than with middle school students, who are acutely conscious of appearances and how they determine one's place in a delicate social hierarchy. Library books are not just read; they are seen. Bad covers stand out like a student at an empty table in the cafeteria, like the girl with the wrong shoes, or the boy with the high-waisted pants. A book's clothing can be belittled, ignored, or emulated.

Adults may wait for a book, but students will not. If a girl loves a book, five of her friends will want to check it out, too. Today. This is an ephemeral moment that I must grab before they have discarded books for boys, so I want them to read as much as possible before that happens. Therefore I buy five paperback copies of the book rather than one that is hardback or library bound, and circulate them until their pages fall out. Sales representatives try to sell me on the merits of one good library bound book over three cheap paperbacks, but I am not convinced. Like bookstore clerks, I think they see my selection process as haphazard and unprofessional.

It may be unprofessional, but it is not haphazard. I read every issue of Booklist and School Library Journal, marking the books that sound interesting and adding them to my spreadsheet, noting whether they should be purchased in hardback or if I should wait until they are released in paperback. Paperbacks stretch my budget. Taking a chance on a $6 paperback is easier than investing in a $17 hardback that may turn out to be a dud. But hardbacks are also important. My “new books” display needs them for added pop, so I purchase a few starred-reviewed books, new books by popular authors, and the newest book in a series. But kids like paperbacks just as well, especially if they are quality paperbacks with great covers. Whenever I find an old book with a new, updated cover, I grab it and the makeover works. The book is new and fresh again, and becomes rediscovered.

It's sad when a good book with a bad cover goes out of print, leaving little hope that it will ever be read. Patricia McKillip’s The Night Gift, with its ill-conceived 1970s line drawings, is a tough sell. No matter how many times I booktalk it, I can't seem to entice a student to check it out. While I don't claim to be a brilliant booktalker, whenever I put a lot of effort and belief behind a book, students will buy it. But not The Night Gift, which I refuse to weed from my collection until it's back in print and I can replace it with one that has a better cover.

The Internet is not only a helpful resource for checking if a book is back in print, but also for judging a book's cover. A search on a bookseller's Web site gives me the book's ISBN, editorial reviews, customer reviews, recommended age, and a color photo of the book. But I also need to physically handle the book to trust my first response as typical of a student's response. I flip open the book, not only to check the quality of the binding, but also how the book feels in my hand. Does it open easily, wielding softly and welcoming the reader in? Or does it want to slam shut, its stiff binding threatening to crack under too much pressure?

The world is increasingly visual, and the youngest generations have little patience with anything that is not as clear and sharp as high-definition television. The pages should be white, the margins wide, and the font large and bold. No italicized scripts, no extra serifs. Old books languish on my shelf; their yellowed pages filled with tiny black print. I open them up, and close them again. My forty-six-year-old eyes have trouble reading this, but thirteen-year-old eyes refuse to even try. They are accustomed to Harry Potter, the Lord of the Rings, the Chronicles of Narnia, and Eragon shown on large screens with high-tech special effects. Movies can create interest in the books on which they are based, but the printed versions need to have some dazzle as well.

When Anthony Horowitz's Stormbreaker was being made into a movie, I needed a few more copies to meet increased demand. At the bookstore, I found two new covers: a Penguin imprint with a royal blue cover and a thick silver slash emblazoned across the front and a movie tie-in edition with the movie’s young blond star on the cover and movie photographs inside. The photographs of the movie's star were appealing and would be even more so to girls attracted to the pretty boy they chose to portray Alex Rider. Tousled blond hair, angelic features, full lips—every thirteen-year-old girl’s dream guy. But my target demographic is not teenage girls. It is Jake, the jock who doesn’t usually read, but who came to the library one day asking for the fifth book in the series. I heard him tell another boy that “these are the best books;” his friend was convinced and checked one out. The series is the second most popular in my library, just trailing Darren Shan’s Cirque du Freak series. Would Jake and his friend be drawn to the pretty-boy cover? I decided that they would not. With this audience, a blue cover emblazoned with a silver slash had a much higher cool factor than a cute movie star. I could not risk alienating the audience that is drawn to this book because they are the very same patrons to whom it is usually most difficult to plug books. They want a thriller—all adventure with little character development—that moves quickly and decisively through an exciting plot. And the cover needs to say that. In fact, the Stormbreaker movie went from a British release straight to DVD without creating much buzz. Movie covers may create interest, but they become dated as quickly as a bad movie.

A good book cover is like a good book. It accurately represents its genre, it has...
wide appeal, and it stands the test of time. It never alienates the reader with dated cultural references, nor underestimates the reader’s intelligence by hammering home the book’s theme. It should be as artistic a representation of the author’s creative vision as the book itself. When done well, the book will be checked out until the date due slip is full and the pages are falling out. And then the student will still insist on waiting until I glue it back together. I get my money’s worth from a good book cover.

Here are some covers that have stood the test of time: Alvin Schwartz’s Scary Stories series, fifty-four checkouts in ten years. Stephen Gammel’s 1986 illustrations continue to be as creepy and chilling as Schwartz’s stories. The cover for Harry Mazer’s The Last Mission has not changed since its original publication in 1979, but you cannot go wrong with a picture of a fighter jet’s engine in flames. Bantam Books had the foresight to use illustrations of the dogs portrayed in Jim Kjelgaard’s books; Irish Setters and Siberian Huskies thankfully never need updating as many of his books are out of print. Robb White’s Deathwatch still has John Mantha’s 1972 cover, but its scene of the southwest desert, a man in the distance with a gun, and the clawing hands of his human prey still intrigue readers thirty-five years later. And although Aladdin Paperbacks recently published an updated cover of Gary Paulsen’s Hatchet, the old one managed to maintain interest for more than twenty years. Long after I have thrown out the novelization of Buffy the Vampire Slayer, I will be checking these books out to readers who know timeless, quality stories when they see them.
Geraldine McCaughrean Wins Michael L. Printz Award

The White Darkness by Geraldine McCaughrean, published by HarperTempest, an imprint of HarperCollins, has won the 2008 Michael L. Printz Award. The award announcement was made during the ALA Midwinter Meeting in Philadelphia, January 11–16.

Fourteen-year-old Symone's exciting vacation to Antarctica turns into a desperate struggle for survival when her uncle's obsessive quest leads them across the frozen wilderness into danger.

McCaughrean has won numerous awards for children's literature in her native England. Celebrated for her novels, picture books, and folklore adaptations, The White Darkness is her first contemporary young adult novel.

"Symone's unforgettable voice propels this journey of discovery in a book that is intricately plotted, richly imagined, and brings new meaning to the term unreliable narrator," said Printz Award Committee Chair Lynn Rutan. "Readers will need to hang onto their snow goggles in this compelling book in which nothing is as it seems at first glance."

The Printz Award is administered by YALSA and is sponsored by Booklist. The award, first given in 2000, is named for the late Michael L. Printz, a school librarian from Topeka, Kansas, known for discovering and promoting quality books for young adults. Four Printz Honor Books were also named:

Dreamquake: Book Two of the Dreamhunter Duet by Elizabeth Knox, published by Frances Foster Books, an imprint of Farrar, Straus, & Giroux, shows off the author's formidable world-building skills with a variety of striking physical landscapes, a vividly evoked Edwardian society, and the startlingly original concept of dreamhunting.

One Whole and Perfect Day by Judith Clarke, published by Front Street, an imprint of Boyds Mills Press, tells the tale of one teen's perfect day with her anything-but-perfect family.

Repossessed by A. M. Jenkins, published by HarperTeen, an imprint of HarperCollins, tells the story of Kiriel, a fallen angel who takes a vacation from his job as a tormentor to experience life as an American teenage boy in Jenkins' thought-provoking comedic novel.

Your Own, Sylvia: A Verse Portrait of Sylvia Plath by Stephanie Hemphill, published by Alfred A. Knopf, an imprint of Random House Children's Books, shares poems in many voices illuminating the enigmatic Sylvia Plath in a unique blend of fact and fiction.

Members of the Printz Award Committee are Lynn Rutan, chair, West Ottawa Public Schools, Holland, Mich.; Julie Thomas Bartel, Judge Memorial Catholic High School, Salt Lake City; Betsy Fraser, Calgary Public Library, Calgary, Alberta; Jonathan Hunt, Modesto City Schools, Hughson, Calif.; Walter M. Mayes, The Girls' Middle School, Mountain View, Calif.; Jolen Neumann, Madison Metropolitan School District, Fitchburg, Wis.; Hollis Rudiger, Rochester, Minn.; Amy Sears, Teaneck (N.J.) Public Library; Patricia Suellentrop, Johnson County (Kan.) Library; and Stephanie Zvirin, Booklist consultant, Chicago, YALSA.
Orson Scott Card is the recipient of the 2008 Margaret A. Edwards Award honoring his outstanding lifetime contribution to writing for teens for his novels *Ender’s Game* and *Ender’s Shadow*. An accomplished storyteller, Card is the author of numerous books, short stories, and plays, and lives in Greensboro, N.C. *Ender’s Game* and *Ender’s Shadow* weave the everyday experiences of adolescence into broader narratives, addressing universal questions about humanity and society. The award was announced at ALA’s Midwinter Meeting on January 14, 2008, in Philadelphia.

*Ender’s Game* and *Ender’s Shadow*, both published by Tor Books, present a future where a global government trains gifted young children from around the world in the art of interstellar warfare, hoping to find a leader whose skills can prevent a second attack upon humanity by the insect-like aliens descriptively nicknamed “buggers.” Young Andrew “Ender” Wiggin may be the savior they seek. He is not alone, as seen in the companion tale, *Ender’s Shadow*, where orphaned Bean relates his own Battle School experiences. Just as the stories of Ender and Bean are paralleled in the novels, their experiences echo those of teens, beginning as children navigating in an adult world and growing into a state of greater awareness of themselves, their communities, and the larger universe.

“*Ender’s Game* and *Ender’s Shadow* continually capture the imagination and interest of teens,” said Edwards Committee Chair Brenna Shanks. “The conflicts of self and society, on a personal level and on a universal stage, never lose relevance.”

The Margaret A. Edwards Award is sponsored by *School Library Journal* and administered by YALSA. Card will be honored at the YALSA Edwards Awards Luncheon and presented with a citation and cash prize of $2,000 during the ALA Annual Conference in Anaheim, California, June 26–July 2, 2008.

Members of the 2008 Edwards Committee are Brenna Shanks, chair, King County Library System, Issaquah, Wash.; Patty J. Campbell, Horn Book Magazine, Fallbrook, Calif.; Ruth Ellen Cox Clark, East Carolina University, Greenville, N.C.; ERIn Downey Howerton, Johnson County (Kan.) Library; and Kimberly L. Paone, Elizabeth (N.J.) Public Library.
Jazz Wins First-Ever Odyssey Award

Live Oak Media, producer of the audiobook Jazz, has won the first-ever Odyssey Award for excellence in audiobook production. The award announcement was made during the ALA Midwinter Meeting in Philadelphia, January 11–16, 2008.

Jazz, a production of Live Oak Media, takes the read-along to new heights as James “D-Train” Williams and Vanese Thomas perform the work of Walter Dean Myers. Original music accompanies each poem’s performance, resulting in a rhythmic representation of mood and tone. Separate tracks for the selections and lively inclusion of a glossary and timeline create a dynamic audiobook; part poetry, part nonfiction, and wholly authentic.

The Odyssey Award for Excellence recognizes the oral tradition exemplified by Homer’s epic poem. The Odyssey Award pays tribute to the ancient roots of storytelling, while living in our modern world.

Each of the five Odyssey Honor citation titles displays exemplary production qualities. Such qualities range from the authentic dialects of Bloody Jack: Being an Account of the Curious Adventures of Mary “Jacky” Faber, Ship’s Boy, produced by Listen & Live Audio; to the dynamic performance of Dooby Dooby Moo, produced by Scholastic/Weston Woods; from the masterful characterization in Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, produced by Listening Library; to the mood-enhancing musical sound effects of Skulduggery Pleasant, produced by HarperChildren’s Audio, and the accurate accents of Treasure Island, produced by Listening Library.

“This inaugural award recognizes audiobooks as a true literary genre,” said Chair Mary Burkey. “Our award winner and honor choices represent the breadth and range of the format, in productions that embrace the medium. These exceptional titles allow the listener to experience the author’s voice through the narration of gifted performers.”

The Odyssey Award for Excellence is given to the producer of the best audiobook produced for children or young adults, available in English in the United States. The Award is jointly administered by YALSA and the Association for Library Service to Children (ALSC) and is sponsored by Booklist.
The Alex Awards were created to recognize that many teens enjoy and often prefer books written for adults, and to help librarians recommend adult books that appeal to teens. The award is named in honor of the late Margaret Alexander Edwards, fondly called “Alex” by her closest friends, a pioneer in young adult services at the Enoch Pratt Free Library in Baltimore. She used adult books extensively with young adults to broaden their experience and enrich their understanding of themselves and their world.

YALSA has selected ten adult books that will appeal to teen readers to receive the 2008 Alex Awards. The awards, sponsored by Booklist, were announced at the ALA Midwinter Meeting in Philadelphia, January 11–16, 2008, and will also appear with full annotations in the March 1 issue of Booklist and on Booklist Online.

The 2008 Alex Awards winners are:

- **Essex County Volume 1: Tales from the Farm** by Jeff Lemire, published by Top Shelf Publications (ISBN13: 978-1891830884)

In addition to selecting titles for the Alex Awards, the Alex Committee presents a program at the ALA Annual Conference. The 2008 program will take place in Anaheim, California, Saturday, June 28, 4–5:30 p.m., and will feature a panel presentation highlighting the winners and how to sell them to young adults. Authors will discuss the impact the award has had on their careers.

Members of the 2008 Alex Awards Committee are Angela Carstensen, chair, Convent of the Sacred Heart, New York; Diane Colson, Alachua County (Fla.) Library District; Betsy Levine, San Francisco Public Library; Sarah Hill, Paris (III.) High School; Karlan Sick, New York; Hope Baugh, Carmel Clay Public Library, Carmel, Ind.; Jennifer Jung Gallant, Bay Village, Ohio; Charli Osborne, Troy, Mich.; Kaite Stover, Kansas City (Mo.) Public Library; Gillian Engberg, Booklist, Chicago; and Priscille Dando, administrative assistant, Fairfax County, Va. YALSA
ALSA is proud to announce its 2008 list of Best Books for Young Adults. The list of 85 books, drawn from 216 official nominations, is presented annually at the ALA Midwinter Meeting. The books, recommended for those ages 12–18, meet the criteria of both good quality literature and appealing reading for teens. The list comprises a wide range of genres and styles, including contemporary realistic fiction that reflects the diversity of the teen experience, nonfiction that brings to teens an awareness of the world they live in and its history, and fantastical stories told in both narrative and graphic formats. “This year’s list demonstrates the variety of outstanding choices to entice and enrich teen readers,” said Holly Koelling, committee chair. “There is something here to appeal to every reader, and also to attract teens who don’t regularly read, to the pleasures of a good book.”

In addition, the Best Books for Young Adults Committee created a Top 10 list of titles from the final list that exemplify the quality and range of literature being published for teens:

### 2008 Best Books for Young Adults

**Fiction**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>ISBN13</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>


**Nonfiction**


The members of the Best Books for Young Adults Committee are Holly Koelling, chair, King County (Wash.) Library System; Angelina Benedetti, King County (Wash.) Library System; Teresa Brantley, Salem Middle School, Apex, N.C.; Amy Chow, New York Public Library; Ashley Flaherty, Columbus (Ohio) Metropolitan Library; Jacqueline Greisman, Fairfax County (Va.) Public Library System; Summer Hayes, King County Library System, Foster Library, Tukwila, Wash.; Andy Howe, Albuquerque (N.M.) Academy Library; Caroline Kienzle, Apalachicola, Fla.; Connie Mitchell, Carmel (Ind.) High School; Diane Roberts, St. Thomas High School Library, Houston, Texas; Elsworth Rockefeller, Ocean County (N.J.) Library; Karyn N. Silverman, Little Red School House and Elisabeth Irwin High School, New York; Ed Spicer, Allegan, Mich.; Rollie Welch, Cleveland (Ohio) Public Library; Jennifer Mattson, consultant, Booklist, Chicago, Ill.; and Rick Orsillo, administrative assistant, King County (Wash.) Library System.
Popular Paperbacks for Young Adults

YALS is proud to announce its 2008 list of Popular Paperbacks for Young Adults (PPYA). The list, drawn from 189 official nominations, is arranged by the following four topics: Sex is...; What Makes a Family?; Magic in the Real World; and Anyone Can Play.

"Teens love to read thematic lists. This year's lists will be popular with a wide range of teen readers," said J. Marin Younker, committee chair. "There is everything from the hot topic of sex to an update of the well-read PPYA sports list from 1999. Also added to the mix are titles about the many forms of family and books for the obsessed fantasy fan. Enjoy!"

Sex Is...

This list suggests fiction and nonfiction books for teens about our favorite taboo subject: sex. Committee chair Kristin Fletcher-Spear says, "Teens have always been and will always be interested in sex. This list explores teens' favorite obsession."


What Makes a Family?

Does a family have to be blood or legally related? Can a tribe or a gang be a family? This list offers fiction and nonfiction titles about all kinds of families. Committee chair Dr. Allan O'Grady Cuseo says, "This list highlights a wide variety of family experiences."


**Magic in the Real World**

What would life be like if magic really existed? The titles on this list explore our world, with a fantastical twist. "We usually think of fantasy as things that could never happen, especially not to people like us," says Karen Brooks-Reese, committee chair. "Discover the magical worlds all around you with the books on this list."


Anyone Can Play

Teens read fiction and nonfiction about all sorts of sports. Nancy Reich, committee chair, comments, "These titles contain the action, teamwork and tough choices that make sports exciting for competitors and spectators."


Members of the Popular Paperbacks for Young Adults Committee are J. Marin Younger, chair, Sno-Isle Libraries, Marysville, Wash.; Karen E. Brooks-Reese, Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh, Pa.; Dr. Allan O’Grady Cuseo, Bishop Kearney-Golisano High School Library, Rochester, N.Y.; Kristin L. Fletcher-Spear, Glendale (Ariz.) Public Library; Jane Ellen Gibson, Seattle (Wash.) Library; Alison M. Hendon, Brooklyn (N.Y.) Public Library; Todd Krueger, Baltimore County Public Library, Towson, Md.; Kathryn Olson, Hoover Middle School, San Francisco, Calif.; Ann Perrigo, Allegan (Mich.) Public Library; Susan Person, Lacey Timberland Library, Wash.; Nancy Reich, Los Angeles (Calif.) Unified School District; Caryn G. Sipos, La Center, Wash.; Jillian Subach, Boise (Id.) Public Library; Carlisle Kraft Wobser, Bergen County (N.J.) Cooperative Library System; Snow Wildsmith, Public Library of Charlotte and Mecklenburg County, N.C.; and Melissa Rabey, administrative assistant, Frederick County (Md.) Public Libraries.
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ALA is pleased to announce its 2008 Quick Picks for Reluctant Young Adult Readers selection list. The Quick Picks list suggests books that teens, ages 12–18, will pick up on their own and read for pleasure. It is geared to the teenager who, for whatever reason, does not like to read. “Goths, gangs, rappers and vamps reigned supreme on this year’s list,” said H. Jack Martin, committee chair. “I’m really proud of our committee’s dedication to tapping into the interests of teen reluctant readers across the United States.”

The Quick Picks for Reluctant Young Adult Readers committee also selected a Top 10 list:

**Top 10 Quick Picks for 2008**


**2008 Quick Picks for Reluctant Young Adult Readers**

**Fiction**


Quick Picks for Reluctant Young Adult Readers


Nonfiction


QUICK PICKS continued on page 34
ALSA has announced its 2008 Selected Audiobooks list. The list for those ages 12–18 is drawn from the previous two years of spoken-word releases and presented annually at the ALA Midwinter Meeting. The 2008 Selected Audiobooks features a wide range of recordings, with twenty-one fiction titles and one nonfiction title representing diverse genres and styles, including fantasy, historical fiction, and adventure. "People say teens don't listen. But they listen to audiobooks," said Sarah McCarville, committee chair. "After nearly four hundred hours of listening, we know these are the ones teens will be clamoring for."

**Nonfiction**


**Fiction**


Members of the Selected Audiobooks Committee are Sarah McCarville, chair, Grand Rapids (Mich.) Public Library; Lee Catalano, Multnomah County Library, Portland, Ore.; Shari Fesko, Southfield (Mich.) Public Library; LeNee Gatton, Enterprise, Ala.; Julie Halpern-Cordell, Carleton Washburne School, Winnetka, Ill.; Kristen Brand Heathcock, Hillsborough Community College, Plant City, Fla.; Nichole King, Santa Clara County Library, Morgan Hill, Calif.; Emily Jones, Lynnwood, Wash.; Drue Anne Wagner-Mees, Los Angeles Public Library, Brentwood Branch; and Sue-Ellen Beauregard, consultant, Booklist, Chicago, Ill. YALS

“Absolutely spellbinding.”

“Mazer’s latest novel would give Alfred Hitchcock a run for his money . . . outstanding.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)

“This well-crafted thriller with mythic undertones . . . offers readers rewards beyond sensationalism.”—School Library Journal (starred review)

“Gripping and satisfying . . . Mazer’s strong characterizations and her portrayal of family relationships stand out.”—ALA Booklist (starred review)

“A psychological thriller . . . [that] ends on a hopeful note with a theme of self-empowerment.”—KLIATT (starred review)
YALSA has announced its 2008 Selected DVDs and Videos for Young Adults list. The list recognizes productions for technical merit, content, and interest to young adults ages 12–18. It is presented annually at the ALA Midwinter Meeting. The 2008 Selected DVDs and Videos for Young Adults Committee chose eight films, including such profound and diverse true stories as *The Grace Lee Project*, which explores the concepts of identity and belonging; *Juvies*, an unflinching look at juveniles behind bars; and the creatively composed short film *The Guarantee*, which offers a humorous look at the impact our physical features can have on our opportunities. “It’s a film-fabulous list! The films selected address the diverse needs of the teens served in our libraries as they come of age in this rapidly changing world,” said Michael T. Wallace, committee chair.

**Fiction**

*Fishbowl*. 28 min. Center for Asian American Media. College/Institution purchase DVD, $175; rental DVD, $50; K-12/Public Library/Community Group purchase DVD, $75, rental DVD, $35. ([http://distribution.asianamericanmedia.org](http://distribution.asianamericanmedia.org)).

*Nightmare at School*. 8 min. 43 sec. National Film Board of Canada. DVD, $99. ([www.nfb.ca](http://www.nfb.ca)).

**Nonfiction**

*The Grace Lee Project*. 68 min. Women Make Movies. Purchase DVD, $295; rental DVD, $90. ([www.wmm.com](http://www.wmm.com)).


*In Debt We Trust: America Before the Bubble Bursts*. 52 min. Media Education Foundation. High Schools and Non-Profits, purchase DVD, $125; public libraries, purchase DVD, $34.95. ([www.mediaed.org](http://www.mediaed.org)).

*It’s Not About Sex*. 23 min. Educational Video Center. List price DVD, $150; schools, $75. ([www.evc.org](http://www.evc.org)).

*Juvies*. 66 min. Chance Films Incorporated. DVD, $19.95; VHS, $12.95. ([www.juvies.net](http://www.juvies.net)).


Members of the Selected DVDs and Videos for Young Adults Committee are Michael T. Wallace, chair, ReadingHelp4Teens, Rockville, Md.; Jeana Actkinson, Bridgeport (Tex.) High School; Rachel Aronowitz, San Francisco (Calif.) Public Library; Zabra M. Baird, Chappaqua (N.Y.) Library; Krista Britton, Old Bridge Elementary School, Woodbridge, Va.; Lynn Carpenter, Birmingham (Ala.) Public Library; Jacquelyn Caverly, Eden Prairie, (Minn.) Resource Library; Danielle Dreger, Boston, Mass. Public Library; Melanie Metzger, Cy-Fair College Branch Library, Cypress, Tex.; Angela Semifero, Marshall (Mich.) District Library; Kerry Sutherland, Akron (Ohio) Summit County Public Library; Brooke Young, Salt Lake City, Utah; Sue Ellen Beauregard, consultant, Booklist, Chicago, Ill.; and Katie Boyes, administrative assistant, Maple Valley (Wash.) Library.
YALSA has announced its 2008 Great Graphic Novels for Teens. The list of 43 titles, drawn from 138 official nominations, is presented annually at the ALA Midwinter Meeting. The books, recommended for those ages 12–18, meet the criteria of both good quality literature and appealing reading for teens. “The committee gathered in historic Philadelphia from all parts of the country to represent a great variety of teen readers and pull together a terrific list with wide ranging appeal,” said Jody Sharp, committee chair. “We read some fantastic titles and had great debates and are excited to share the final results with you all.”

In addition, the Great Graphic Novels for Teens Committee created a Top 10 list of titles that exemplify the quality and range of graphic novels appropriate for teen audiences:

**Top 10 Great Graphic Novels for 2008**


**2008 Great Graphic Novels for Teens**


Members of the Great Graphic Novels for Teens Committee are Jody Sharp, chair, Baltimore County Public Library, Towson, Md.; Marea Black, Phoenix (Ariz.) Public Library; Robin Brenner, Brookline (Mass.) Public Library; Sarah Court, Donnell Library Center, New York Public Library; Jennifer Sweeney, Goshen (N.Y.) Public Library; Michael Jara, University of California Los Angeles; Melissa Jenvey, Donnell Library Center, New York Public Library; Esther Lewenstein, Marine Park Intermediate School, Brooklyn, N.Y.; Gail Tobin, Schaumburg Township District Library, Hanover Park, Ill.; Eva Volin, Margaret K. Troke Library, Stockton, Calif.; Jennifer Venker Weidenbenner, Bourbonnais (Ill.) Public Library; Gillian Engberg, consultant, Booklist, Chicago, Ill.; Elizabeth Rafferty, administrative assistant, Baltimore County (Md.) Public Library.
Looking at the BBYA and the QP Lists
Three Myths and Three Realities
By Stacy Creel-Chavez

When YALSA members are appointed to committees, they are expected to be active participants in committee work. They must commit the time, energy and creativity needed to assist the committee in realizing its goals and objectives.1 YALSA’s selection committees are particularly time consuming, often requiring members to read hundreds of titles each year. Usually, the members of selection committees have previous committee experience.2 Committee members take their charge very seriously, putting in not only time and energy, but also making an emotional and professional commitment. This article looks at two of YALSA’s popular selection committees—Quick Picks for Reluctant Young Adult Readers (QP) and Best Books for Young Adults (BBYA)—and some of the myths surrounding them.

The Committees

The tradition of selecting the “best” books for young adults began in 1930 with a committee of three members and has gone through a variety of changes in policies, procedures and even committee names over the past seventy-seven years.3 Today’s BBYA committee was originally named in 1952 the Association for Young People’s Librarian’s Book List Committee.4 Before finally becoming the BBYA committee in 1966, it had two additional names: the Book Selection Committee (1954) and the Committee for the Selection of Significant Adult Books for Young People (1963). From the beginning, BBYA has sought to create an annual list of the best books for teens with proven or potential appeal. Determining what the best books are has involved a variety of procedures; one early practice involved nationwide voting by teens on the list of proposed titles.

With the abandonment of the nationwide balloting in the 1960s, the BBYA committee shifted from selecting those books young adults were actually reading to concentrating on titles that would foster “good reading,” and have “general appeal, variety of interests, and literary merit.”5 Teen input and participation is still present in the committee process through the practice of individual committee members soliciting input from teens and teen advisory groups. Additionally, teens are invited to attend the BBYA committee meetings to present their thoughts and feelings on potential titles.

In 1980, the High Interest/Low Literacy Level Materials Evaluation Committee was created, which produced an annual list titled High-Interest Low Reading Level Booklist.6 In 1988, the committee’s list became known as Recommended Books for the Reluctant Young Adult Reader. The title of the list morphed again in 1990 to the new name of Quick Picks. The name of the committee followed suit, and in 1995 the committee name was officially changed to what it is today: Quick Picks for Reluctant Young Adult Readers (QP). From 1980 to 1993, QP titles were selected solely on the professional opinion of what members believed to be “titles with high appeal for our target audience.”7 The books were selected for teens with weak reading skills or those reading below their grade level, and the
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**BBYA Charge:** "To select from the year’s publications, significant adult and young adult books; to annotate the selected titles."

**Purpose of the List:** “The list presents books published in the past sixteen months that are recommended reading for young adults 12 to 18. It is a general list of fiction and nonfiction titles selected for their proven or potential appeal to the personal reading tastes of the young adult. Such titles should incorporate acceptable literary quality and effectiveness of presentation . . . Fiction should have characterization and dialog believable within the context of the novel or story. Nonfiction should have an appealing format and a readable text. Although the list attempts to present a variety of reading tastes and levels, no effort will be made to balance the list according to subject or area of interest.”

**Target Audience:** “The list is prepared for the use of young adults themselves and annotations will be written to attract the YA reader.”

**QP Charge:** "To prepare an annual annotated list of recommended books appropriate for reluctant young adult readers."

**Purpose:** “The list is for young adults (ages 12–18) who, for whatever reasons, do not like to read. The purpose of this list is to identify titles for recreational reading, not for curricular or remedial use.”

**Evaluation:** “All titles should have appeal as self-selected leisure reading for young adults. Books should be evaluated by subject, cover art, readability, format and style.”

The committee gave the books a Fry Readability score. The Fry Readability score, computed by Edward Fry, involved graphing the average number of syllables and sentences in at least three one hundred-word text selections.

Most often these books had a generous trim size, enlarged type, numerous illustrations, and extra leading, along with the prerequisite short sentences and choppy paragraphs so typical of materials manipulated to lower Fry scores. Physically, these books resembled our Beginning to Read formats today except they were aimed at older kids. These books did not accomplish the purpose of improving reading because kids wouldn't select them. Teens hated being labeled as remedial and singled out with special books. The books did not look like those read by the “average” teen reader; no teen wanted to be classified as “different.”

In 1994, the voice of one librarian, Eva Lusk, changed the committee by vowing to only nominate teen-tested books. Getting teens involved in the review process became an important part of the committee's work and revealed to the committee that books they thought would surely appeal to reluctant readers were often flops. “It was often difficult for the committee not to stray from its charge; the temptation to nominate and vote for books we love or think are important for young adults to read is very strong. Teen comments kept us honest and focused on our objective.” This changed the face of the QP process and list. In 1998, the QP committee met to define what a reluctant reader is. Unable to come to a consensus, they did agree that the committee charge:

was not to identify the best books of the year based solely on literary quality and that we were not just identifying remedial reading material for students who couldn’t read at grade level. This nebulous definition left an enormous gap in between, a gap that must be redefined by each committee as it addresses its choices each year. The reluctant reader potentially can be anyone.

Reluctant readers can even be A-plus students who do not read because they do not have time for pleasure reading. This broad definition of what constitutes a reluctant reader makes teen input even more important.

**The Similarities and Differences**

There are some similarities and differences that are critical for understanding these two lists, but, more importantly, there are many myths surrounding these two committees. In the sidebar, you will see the complete charges of the two committees and selected sections of their policies and procedures that are important for understanding these two committees. There are some similarities and differences important for examining the similarities and differences. Here is a look at some myths and realities. (Complete policies and procedures can be found on the YALSA Web pages for BBYA and QP.)

“BBYA books are quality books, but QP books are just ‘pop’ books.”

This belief about the quality of the selected books is a myth. BBYA requires that the titles selected for their lists incorporate acceptable literary quality and effectiveness of presentation. There is also a qualification of quality in that the fiction titles "should have characterization and dialog believable within the context of the novel or story" and that the nonfiction titles should contain "an appealing format and a readable text." By the same token, QP requires "acceptable literary quality and effectiveness of presentation" along with "clear writing and a less sophisticated vocabulary." Addition-
ally, QP calls for “well-defined characters” and “believable treatment” in fiction along with other criteria. QP also stipulates that nonfiction books have accuracy and objectivity, and technical language is acceptable if it is defined within the context. Additionally, since QP places an overall emphasis on physical appearance, it does match BBYA’s call for appealing format and readable text. Upon closer inspection, these things are not really so different from the listed QP selection criteria.16

Both committees address quality in their selection of titles. This is further evidenced by the fact that every year there are crossover titles that make both lists (nine in 2005; nine in 2006; eight in 2007; eleven in 2008). In fact, there have been books that have made the QP list, which also can be found on the Michael L. Printz list of winners and honors.

“Teen opinion is all that matters in QP books, but BBYA books are picked by the professionals.”

This is also a myth. The BBYA list is a list of books “selected for their proven or potential appeal to the personal reading tastes of the young adult.”17 The QP list is comprised of recreational reading books for young adults “who, for whatever reasons, do not like to read.”18 Both of these lists are created with their appeal to teens in mind. The difference lies in BBYA’s universal appeal and QP’s more focused appeal to the reluctant reader audience; this focused appeal does lead to edgier titles that may push the limits of what some librarians feel is good literature. Both lists accept field nominations; these field nominations can be from teens or adults (practitioners or not). Additionally, both committees’ members read and recommend titles for inclusion on their lists. Both lists have input from the professionals, and both lists have input from teens. The difference is in the emphasis placed on teen input in the two committees.

The QP list is for reluctant readers, and reluctant readers come in many forms and are reluctant for many reasons. At some point in the history of QP, it became apparent that the person to best determine what a reluctant reader would read is the reluctant reader. There have certainly been titles recommended for consideration by committee members and other educated professionals that were thought to be the perfect reluctant reader book, but have fallen flat when tested in the field with teens. But that is not to say that QP committee members do not have input into the discussion. Not every book is read by every teen and personal opinions must come into play. That being said, the emphasis is on the readers’ input in addition to the committee members. When asked, Joy Millam, a 2007 QP member and 2009 chair, clearly states this by saying “It may not be what we would select for them, but they are reluctant for a reason and it is important to allow them to select materials that they are interested in.” BBYA includes teens by having them comment on the nominated titles at conferences as well as by individual committee members soliciting input from teens. Since BBYA is creating a list for teens with hopes that the books on it will appeal to them, they take this input seriously and take notes on what the teens are saying. Committee members from both committees must read the books in their entirety before recommending titles, seconding field nominations, and discussing the book at meetings. In both committees, books must meet criteria to make the list.

“QP is a selection list for public libraries; BBYA is a selection list for school libraries.”

Once again, this statement is false. QP is charged with preparing an annual list of recreational reading of “recommended books appropriate for reluctant young adult readers.”19 BBYA is charged with creating a list of recommended titles that will appeal to young adult readers, and the list is actually made “for the use of young adults themselves and annotations will be written to attract the YA reader.”20 The committees do recognize and understand that public librarians and school media specialists use their lists to select books and are glad that these recommended titles are getting into the hands of readers. But not every book is right for every teen or every library. It is the responsibility of the selector to use the list as a guide and investigate the titles they select for inclusion in their collection. Part of the appeal of these titles, especially where QP books are concerned, is found in the compelling storylines, realistic characters and timely topics that appeal to teens and can be used to reach out to teen readers, even though they may be controversial. Books on both lists may contain objectionable language, sex or sexual situations, death, criminal activities, and much more. As professionals in the library field, selectors must make educated decisions and research the titles on the lists. Books from both lists are likely to be found in public and school libraries.

An Interview from the Recent Chairs

Jack Martin was the 2007–08 chair of QP and was a member of the committee in 2006. He is the assistant coordinator of young adult services for The New York Public Library and the coauthor of Serving Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and Questioning Teens: A How-to-do It Manual for Librarians (Neal-Schuman, 2006).

After eleven years as a teen services librarian, Holly Koelling is currently the outreach services manager of King County (Wash.) Library System. She served on the BBYA committee from 1996–1998, and was the 2007–08 chair. She is the author of "Teen opinion is all that matters in QP books, but BBYA books are picked by the professionals."
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of two books: Classic Connections: Turning Teens on to Great Literature (Libraries Unlimited, 2004) and Best Books for Young Adults, 3rd edition (ALA, 2007).

CREEL: As current committee chair, in your opinion, what do you feel is the toughest thing for new committee members to understand?

MARTIN: For QP, probably the hardest hurdle for new members to get across is the idea of the charge, and how the new member responds to the charge. It’s really a matter of dropping all of their own preconceptions about what they think the committee is all about and genuinely discovering what the real deal is. The real deal is: identifying a list of books for reluctant readers, who in many cases have a much better idea of what they’re interested in reading than librarians. This is why it’s so important for committee members to immerse themselves in the world of reluctant readers, gather their feedback on nominations, synthesize the information, and come to committee meetings prepared to share their findings. Also, focusing on the reluctant reader feedback helps committee members distance themselves personally from titles they may not normally want to support. In Quick Picks, the voices of the reluctant readers are what really carry the weight of the list. Also, new committee members may struggle with finding an audience for all of our diverse nominations and how to elicit feedback from reluctant readers whose reluctance may include talking to librarians about books.

KOELLING: The most difficult thing for new members to understand is the workload of the BBYA committee. It is intense and constant, and new members who can’t successfully participate do not get invited back for the second year of the two-year term. The workload is the equivalent to reading more than one book a day for the entire selection year, along with a great deal of inventory management, so to speak, and detailed note-taking. The meeting times at conferences are long and exhausting. Although each year’s chair communicates this most emphatically (and hopefully encouragingly!) to each year’s committee, until the experience is underway it just isn’t something most new members can wrap their heads around.

CREEL: What do you feel is the biggest difference about your committee compared to the other one?

MARTIN: Again, for Quick Picks, it’s all about the charge (you can get the official one from the YALSA site), and maintaining that balance between what committee members believe reluctant readers should read and (based on real reader feedback) what reluctant readers are actually interested in. We strive to reach a very specific audience, but it is an audience made up of a large spectrum of reluctant readers who are reluctant for different reasons. We place a lot of emphasis on reluctant reader feedback because, although we can recommend the best books to them, only they can tell us which ones reached them for whatever reason.

KOELLING: The biggest different between BBYA and Quick Picks is the charge and resulting annual list. We also use different procedures to operate.

CREEL: What do you feel is the most important thing for practitioners to understand about the committee and the list?

MARTIN: I know that I’ve said this before, but on the selection committee scale of teen involvement, I see the Printz on one end, which is total librarian opinion based on literary merit where the opinions of teens aren’t really taken into consideration. On the other end of the spectrum is Quick Picks, where teen opinions rule and often overrule librarian opinion. In the middle lies BBYA, which is a combination of the two. Our list of books is made up of a variety of books that appeal to a variety of reluctant readers in the field. The titles are not going to reach every reluctant reader and certainly aren’t appropriate for every library or every age of reluctant reader, but it is certainly a good starting point. Committee members realize that the titles on the list will vary in their appropriateness from library to library. Many of the titles will work perfectly in middle schools; others in high schools and public libraries. It’s up to librarians in a particular community to decide which titles on the list work best for their libraries, and committee members work tremendously hard to achieve the right balance of titles to fit all kinds of libraries in the United States by reading 120-plus nominations each year, identifying reluctant readers in their community, bringing those voices to Annual Conference and Midwinter Meeting, and finally discussing which titles work best for the list.

KOELLING: There is an incredible amount of effort that goes into selecting each year’s list, an effort that is fueled by great passion for teens, for books, and for meaningfully bringing them together. The committee members dedicate an extraordinary amount of time to this work, and it does have an impact on their lives. Also important is that the list that is determined by this fifteen-member committee is created through intensive reading and re-reading, discussion, and voting. It is a group process with, in the end, a majority decision determining the list. As such, it acknowledges those books with high readership and that are held in high opinion as meeting the committee charge by a majority of its members, who are all professionals in the field. It is not a process that allows for grandstanding or agendas. The list itself is designed for use by teens. This is commonly misunderstood, as many librarians and teachers use it in a variety of ways, especially as a selection tool. This is encouraged, but the bottom line is that the list is for teens themselves. Another important thing to understand about this list is that it will, on average, contain in the range of eighty to ninety books, and the teen publishing market is at this time enormous. The committee also considers adult books.
of interest and appeal to teens. There is no way this list could acknowledge all the books out there that meet the committee charge. Practitioners are getting a selected list each year, but not a list selected from a truly comprehensive reading of a year’s (accurately, sixteenth months of eligibility) publications. Practitioners need to look both at this list and beyond this list when making reading connections with teens. This is one highly valuable tool, but it does not stand alone.
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Introduction

At a time when the United States has one of the highest rates of teen pregnancy in the developed world and young adults are contracting HIV faster than any other demographic group in this country, it is critical for the millions of young Americans ages 12–17 to have access to accurate information about reproductive healthcare and sexuality. Recent scholarship in the field of public librarianship argues that it is the responsibility of libraries to prioritize services to adolescents and the communities in which they reside. Motivated by public health concerns, the ALA and a small number of library professionals have even proposed that public libraries should more actively provide sexual-health information and education to their adolescent patrons.

Although there is currently no research that either confirms or refutes the efficacy of library-based sexual-health education on adolescent attitudes, knowledge, and behavior, we know that the majority of parents, teachers, and students support proven comprehensive sexuality education programs. Sexuality education is a lifelong process of acquiring information and forming attitudes, beliefs, and values. It encompasses “sexual development, reproductive health, interpersonal relationships, affection, intimacy, body image, and gender roles.” Because many parents do not feel comfortable or knowledgeable to discuss sexuality with their children, they rely on schools, religious institutions, social networks, and media to do so. But many state and federal education funding policies limit sexual health curricula for moral and political reasons, and media sources often promote misinformation that can even contribute to early sexual activity among adolescents. Unfortunately, the consequences of ignoring the sexual health needs of adolescents range from unwanted teenage pregnancies and heightened incidences of sexual assault and transmission rates of sexually transmitted infections to lower self-esteem and lowered lifetime educational attainment and economic productivity. Accordingly, many public and private organizations have begun to lend their support and services to develop sex education programs and opportunities for young adults. The Boy Scouts of America, Planned Parenthood, the Sexuality Information and Education Council of the United States, and the Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation are just a few examples of organizations that seek to work with...
families and communities to improve the sexual health and identity of young people to ensure their growth and success.

In their 2003 guide *Teens and Libraries: Getting It Right*, Virginia Walter and Elaine Meyers explain that it has only been in the past twenty years that public libraries have begun to articulate the mission of their institutions as vital spaces in modern society. As a result of becoming more data and market driven in their approach to service, public libraries have learned more about the teens in their neighborhoods. Libraries are also starting to consider a new role as a primary support institution within their communities. This role acknowledges the strengths of libraries as neutral, safe public spaces and inquires how staff can support youth and provide new opportunities for them to grow and contribute to their community.6

While libraries are engaged in a number of youth directed services, including technology and literacy education, a 2005 literature review of public library services revealed little evidence that public libraries promote sexual health education. American public libraries have been repositories for sexuality materials since the early 1880s; however, they have generally housed these materials under restricted circulation. During the past century, the controversy regarding sex materials in public libraries has grown to mirror that over sex education in schools. Political and religious conflicts over abortion, homosexuality, and birth control, and media discussions about sexual abuse and pornography have confused library professionals about their role in providing open access to sexual-health information in their libraries. Library professionals are increasingly caught between the desire to maintain social norms within their communities and provide a variety of resources, “even including material personally repugnant” to themselves.7

Because research suggests that few public libraries are actively concerned with addressing the sexual health needs of their adolescent patrons, a number of advocates have developed resources to assist librarians with providing these services. Martha Cornog and Timothy Perper, in their book *For Sex Education, See Librarian: A Guide to Issues and Resources*, lobby for public librarians to accommodate their collections to the sexual-health needs of all age groups and perspectives. Amy Levine, former librarian of the Mary S. Calderone Library at the Sexuality Information and Education Council of the United States, also argues that public libraries are underutilized community resources for providing sexuality education for young adults. She encourages libraries to adopt sex education outreach and collection development policies and practices to better address the needs of their teenage patrons.8 While it is a good idea for public libraries to play a significant role in improving their communities and neighborhoods through educational services, including sex education, it may not be wise for library professionals to further their programming, collection development, and reference policies and practices based on “gut” feelings and in the absence of evidence. It is instead crucial for public libraries to reflect upon their attitudes, beliefs, and practices, and research the needs and desires of their communities to inform and improve their services to young adults.

For this reason, this author decided to conduct a study in the fall of 2005 and the spring of 2006 of how public libraries serve adolescents in the area of sexuality education. It was interesting to uncover the extent to which public libraries afford youth access to balanced and diverse collections of books and other materials about sexual health, approachable librarians receptive to the needs of adolescent patrons, and programs designed to address the needs of their changing communities and that facilitate adolescent knowledge and decision-making skills. The following research questions guided the study:

- How do librarians and library administrators view the role of the public library as a source for sexuality education?
- What type of institutional opportunities or barriers to sexual-health collection development, programming, and reference services exist in public libraries?
- How does adolescent usage of the public library as a general source of information inform and direct library professionals’ perceptions, collection development, programming, and reference behaviors?
- In which ways do public libraries currently address the needs of adolescents with sexual-health information needs, and how they might enhance these services?

Site Selection

Due to logistical constraints, the research was limited to a study of three small public library districts in the western United States that have varying socioeconomic, racial, and civic characteristics, but are located within the same large metropolitan area. This method for site selection afforded the researcher the opportunity to gain a broad picture of the public library facilities and practices in this region.

Throughout the course of several months, the author met with eleven librarians and library directors from these three libraries. In addition to an observation of the physical layouts of the libraries, a brief demographic questionnaire was administered, and the study participants were interviewed about their professional attitudes, collection development, programming, and reference services for young adults. While some of the librarians were initially reticent to participate in the study due to the nature of the topic and their own time constraints, most of them looked forward to the opportunity
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Pilot Study

Prior to conducting formal interviews with personnel from each library, a pilot study was conducted at a newly remodeled and highly trafficked library in the region. The library serves a city that boasts tremendous demographic diversity, a well-educated population, and a reputation for innovative civic and social programming. Surprisingly, however, the three library personnel interviewed were not only ambivalent about the merits of the research study, but uncomfortable and antagonistic toward the notion that public libraries should educate patrons in general and about sex education in particular. The library director strongly expressed that the role of the library is to provide information but not education, especially sexuality education. The head of reference services mentioned that in thirty years as a library professional and attendant at conferences sponsored by ALA she had never encountered the topic of sex education for teens and children. The young adult librarian said that her library did not emphasize sex education materials or programming for young adults, and that her teen patrons were not interested in the topic. These comments were most unexpected since the public schools in this community partner with a number of local teen pregnancy prevention programs, and there is a very visible display near the checkout counter with books for teens about sexuality, healthy bodies, and relationships. While it was expected prior to conducting the pilot study that this research might initially confuse some participants, the extent to which it would make them feel uncomfortable was unanticipated. Accordingly, adjustments were made to the final interview protocol to reflect some new issues that arose during these conversations, but also to express greater empathy with participants’ feelings and thoughts about their role in providing sexuality education to young adult patrons.

Findings

Attitudes

The first objective was to assess the library professionals’ attitudes about the public library as a source for sexuality education. The majority of participants said that the role of the public library is to provide information in the form of reproductive health materials and reference services to young adult patrons to help them inform themselves and make decisions. They were hesitant about programming or actively promoting sexual-health resources. Many librarians expressed concern about being perceived by their communities as advocating a sensitive topic that is better addressed at home or in the schools.

During the interview, the following statement passed by ALA in 1978 on “Sex Education Materials in Libraries” was read to the participants:

ALA affirms the right of youth to comprehensive, sex-related education, materials, programs, and referral services of the highest quality; affirms the active role of librarians in providing such; and urges librarians and library educators to reexamine existing policies and practices and assume a leadership role in seeing that information is available for children and adolescents, parents, and youth-serving professionals.

Although more than half of the participants had no prior knowledge of the policy, they all agreed that the directive makes sense as professional guidance for young adult services. They believed, however, that the type of advocacy promoted in the ALA statement is neither practical nor reasonable for librarians with limited resources and various community interests. When pressed, participants cited a number of internal and external institutional barriers to providing sex education resources and services to teens in their libraries. These obstacles include time constraints and concern about parent and community backlash. Some participants also admitted that individuals in their organizations censor materials out of embarrassment and a sense of moral duty, and that disorganization and ineffective leadership prevent their libraries from
being in touch with the communities and youth they serve.

Collection Development

The next set of research questions concerned library collection development policies and practices, and the ways adolescent usage of the library influences collection development. In general, the young adult librarians and young readers' librarians were responsible for collection development practices at their sites. None of the libraries had a systematic method for determining how to collect materials for young adult patrons. Libraries A and B followed a district-wide policy for general collection practices, whereas Library C followed an unwritten policy. The director at Library C further mentioned that the library does not have a systematic method for reviewing and weeding collections, and the children's librarian said that it is difficult to retrieve user statistics—information that may help in the collection development process—from the home-grown library catalog.

All of the librarians used a combination of reputable book lists, as well as journal and staff reviews to determine appropriate resources and referrals, on sexual health or other topics. Some of the librarians also relied on patron requests for popular fiction or materials needed to complete school assignments, finding worn out and presumably well-read books hidden in the stacks, and suggestions from teen council members. Library B was the only site that required staff to read through every piece of young adult fiction before approving it for library circulation. Each of the libraries had a review process for challenged materials; however, none of them had removed materials in recent years as the result of a complaint. In addition to the children and young adult collections, adolescent patrons at all the sites had access to the adult collections of fiction and nonfiction texts, magazines, videos, and music. The exception was that patrons under the age of 18 were not permitted to check out certain videos at Library B.

Programming

In addition to collection development, this study was particularly interested in library programming and community partnerships aimed at adolescents. In terms of programming, participants noted that the young adult librarians at their sites were responsible for teen programming, and that each branch within the library district was responsible for its own young adult programs. The libraries did not have systematic methods for determining programming for their young adult patrons. For the most part, librarians said they relied on teens asking for programs such as a Dungeons and Dragons club or volunteer opportunities.

Participants from all three libraries boasted extensive and well-established children's programming, including story time and crafts with parents and teens. But only Libraries A and B had offered young adult programs within the past year. The newly hired young adult librarian at Library A reinstated a teen council. She said that more than twenty teenagers attended the first meeting to discuss future programming, provide book suggestions, and suggest how the library could become more teen-friendly. The librarian found that many of the students were not interested in traditional book clubs, and generally did not understand how or why the library could be more responsive to their needs. She mentioned that she looked forward to helping the teens develop their own programs, bulletin boards, and library volunteering opportunities. With the help of funds from the Friends of the Library, the audiovisual librarian at Library B recently purchased an extensive anime and manga collection. The collection opening was a popular event within the entire community, and especially among young adults who then asked to establish an anime and manga club at the library. In contrast to Libraries A and B, there seemed to be some confusion about programming responsibilities at Library C. The young adult librarian said that the principal children's librarian instructed her to focus on children's rather than on young adult programs. The principal children's librarian, however, maintained that her colleague did not aggressively pursue relationships with teenage patrons, their schools, and community haunts.

Although none of the libraries produced a sexual-health or health-related program for young adults, Libraries B and C had hosted general community health programs about healthy eating, autism, and mental illness. They cited a number of reasons for not providing sexual health programs, including never before considering the topic or possibility, potential community disapproval, and the lack of skilled personnel to provide these types of programs. Librarians from site A were the most optimistic about incorporating such programming into their repertoire, although they had yet to attempt it.

It was discovered that all of the libraries collaborated to some extent or another with other community organizations. In the past year, Library A was the site of a local school district teacher training inservice that exposed teachers from kindergarten through twelfth grade to library resources and opportunities for children and young adults. Library personnel were also working with the local schools and a youth nonprofit to develop a storefront facility for teenagers to congregate after school and receive resources and guidance from qualified social welfare experts. Because the director at Library B attended regular meetings with other city managers, the library was involved in a number of collaborative efforts with local park and recreation groups and the city's teen council. The respondents from Library C mentioned partnerships...
with local charter schools that did not have their own library facilities, local college sororities that volunteer with children in the library after school, and a future collaboration with a local health center.

Reference Services

The final set of interview questions revolved around library reference services for young adults. The librarians said that the majority of young adult reference requests are school-related or reader’s advisory questions. All of the participants agreed that the most common means by which adolescent patrons request information is in person to whomever seems approachable, whether they are librarians, staff, or volunteers. They also said that teenagers tend to make sexual-health related information requests in person, not online or over the phone. The three libraries provided unfiltered Internet access to their young adult patrons, and had noticed an increase in adolescent usage of the Internet for social and academic purposes. Nevertheless, all of the librarians said they were more likely to refer teenagers to the physical library collection than to online databases or Web sites because they assumed that teenagers can access the Internet on their own from home.

Discussion

Based on this research study, it is clear that many librarians view the role of the public library as a peripheral source for sexual-health information for young adults. They do not believe that it is within the purview of the public library to advocate sexual-health education, develop or promote programs, or highlight relevant sections within their collections.

Nonetheless, it seems that libraries with reliable funding sources and management are best equipped to address and meet the range of needs of young adult patrons, including their sexual-health needs. For example, while the director from Library A was unsure about assuming responsibility for providing sexual-health programming for teenage patrons, her institutional resources and willingness to partner with other community groups were laying the groundwork for a future library–nonprofit collaborative that could provide these educational services. In contrast, personnel from Library C explicitly told me that socioeconomic disparities within their community had resulted in the library hiring fewer full-time librarians. This, in turn, negatively affected a number of library services to young adult and adult patrons alike.

In addition to organizational characteristics, the perceptions of individual librarians about their work as information professionals and about the communities they serve also seem to affect the availability of sexual-health collection development, programming, and referral services in public libraries. For example, although they worked in demographically similar and adjacent communities, librarians from Library A felt little community pressure to avoid potentially controversial topics and programming that might help youth, whereas those from Library B resisted these same issues out of fear of a city backlash. Fear of antagonistic responses might not have been totally unfounded, all three libraries had received complaints from patrons in the past for traveling exhibit posters, and CDs and books in their collections. But most of the participants said that these complaints were resolved quickly and without their libraries having to alter practices and policies. It was obvious that in the case of Library C, for example, the librarians relied on their “gut feelings” about their community rather than on the documented history of library–community relations.

While these findings indicate that the library professionals’ collection development and reference practices were to some extent aligned with adolescent usage of their public libraries, the lack of systematic methods for soliciting input from youth users and nonusers may have undermined these efforts. None of the public libraries in this study specifically addressed the sexual-health education needs of adolescents through programming or by marking their collections and reference services. But they did provide extensive information through nonfiction and fiction material, periodicals, music, and videos. This underlying attitude that the function of the library is to passively provide information to patrons is problematic. It is also the responsibility of the library to help guide patrons through information resources to help them best meet their needs. There is a serious disconnect among libraries that are unwilling to put up signage or create online guides and pathfinders publicizing sexual-health education materials and issues because they do not want to be accused of being political or promoting a certain perspective, but which also collect salacious popular fiction and provide unfettered Internet access to pornography and controversial social networking sites. In many ways, these libraries are acting as gatekeepers and even censors when they deny adolescents access to accurate information by not providing this special user group with clear guidance to collections and community resources.

Summary and Recommendations

The findings from this study of public library services for young adults highlight the issue of the role of the public library in providing appropriate and adequate education to young adults. In her book, A Place at the Table: Participating in Community
Building. Kathleen de la Peña McCook writes that “librarians have not been at the table during the national discussions about community building and the new citizenship,” because libraries are “generally viewed as community services that are passive participants rather than proactive partners in broad visioning initiatives.”11 Perhaps it is time for a reevaluation of the purposes and practices of the public library. According to Texas Library Journal contributor Keith Swagger, we need to move toward the belief that “libraries are educational institutions,” and the role of librarians in education ranges from teaching formal information-literacy skills, to providing life-long learning and formal learning support.12 The findings from this study illuminate a number of steps that libraries can pursue to refocus their efforts on young adult education, and sexuality education in particular.

At the heart of this cycle of transformation (figure 1) is a continuous cycle of research and evaluation. Like their counterparts in education, public libraries must start to perform rigorous and meaningful research into their services to young adults to better understand their strengths and weaknesses as information professionals and the needs of their communities.

There are four critical components for effective reform that influence this cycle. The first two elements—stakeholder feedback and community partnerships—refer to the relationship between the public library and its constituency. As part of their research and reform efforts, public libraries need to be in constant communication with young adults, parents, civic and business leaders, and educational personnel, to best understand how the libraries can meet the needs of their communities. In addition, public libraries need to continue their efforts to forge community partnerships with nonprofit and for-profit organizations to provide essential youth education services and alternative spaces for teenagers to learn, socialize, and meaningfully participate in society.

The third element in the cycle of transformation is professional development. What is clear from the literature review and research study is that while most librarians have been educated in the field of library science, they are not necessarily skilled to address the developmental and educational needs of young adult patrons. It might behoove public libraries to provide additional professional development opportunities for children and young adult librarians, to help them improve on services for this special population.

The final and most significant component of the cycle of transformation is a culture of collaboration, inquiry, and reform. For generations, public libraries have maintained a privileged position in American culture and society. In an age of rapid technological, social, and economic change, however, it is critical that public libraries continue to step up to the challenges before them. It is necessary for libraries to more eagerly and actively embrace a culture of community collaboration, research-based decision making, and a willingness to reevaluate and alter practices to effectively achieve their future roles as information and education providers.
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Registration now open for Young Adult Literature Symposium

Join YALSA in Nashville

YALSA is now accepting housing requests for the inaugural Young Adult Literature Symposium, Nov. 7–9 at the Millennium Maxwell House Hotel in Nashville, Tenn. Registration opened April 8, with special early bird pricing available until Sept. 1 and advance registration from Sept. 2 to Oct. 3.

The symposium, funded in part by the William C. Morris Endowment, will take place biennially beginning this year. The 2008 theme is “How We Read Now.” It will begin with a preconference focusing on illustrated materials for teens, including comic books, graphic novels, graphic nonfiction, manga, and anime. Programs at the symposium will showcase a wide variety of topics within young adult literature and librarianship.

Hotel rooms for the symposium will cost $119 and can be reserved by phone, fax, or online. Early bird registration costs $195 for YALSA members, as well as members of the Tennessee Library Association and the Tennessee Association of School Librarians; $245 for ALA personal members; $300 for nonmembers; and $50 for students, who must be enrolled full-time in a library and information science program. Registrants can attend the preconference for an additional $75.

To find out how to reserve a hotel room and to take advantage of early bird registration, please visit www.ala.org/yalit symposium.

Stipends Available to Attend YA Lit Symposium

YALSA’s Young Adult Literature Symposium Stipend will enable two qualified recipients to attend the symposium, which will be held in Nashville, Tenn., Nov. 7–9, 2008, at the Millennium Maxwell House Hotel.

Two stipends up to $1,000 each will be awarded as follows: the first stipend is to be awarded to a library worker who works directly with young adults, the second is to be awarded to a student enrolled in an ALA-accredited MLS program as of November 7, with a focus on serving young adults in a library setting.

Applications must be received in the YALSA office by May 1, 2008 via e-mail to yalsa@ala.org.

Join YALSA at ALA Annual Conference!

YALSA has big plans for Annual 2008—join us in Anaheim, California, June 26–July 2.

YALSA will offer two preconferences on June 27:

- **Got Tweens? Serving Younger Teens and Tweens.** This preconference looks at who younger teens and tweens are, the issues surrounding them, and how to reach them in your library. You’ll meet authors who write for this audience, gain exposure to literature for them through booktalks, hear from a panel of experts in the field on programming for younger teens and tweens, and learn about professional resources to aid in providing library service to this group in your school and public library. Lunch included. This full-day preconference runs from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. and costs $195 for YALSA members and student/retired members; $235 for ALA members; and $285 for nonmembers.

- **Turn Teens on to Reading through Booktalks.** Booktalks are a simple, effective way to get teens excited about reading. Seasoned booktalkers as well as newbies will learn effective tips for developing short, snappy booktalks that will get teens excited about reading. Then get ready to take booktalking to the next level as presenters share information and resources about incorporating youth participation and the latest technologies into your booktalking. Please come prepared to develop booktalks on five titles (two fiction, two nonfiction, and one picture/graphic/zine format). This half-day preconference costs $129 and runs from 12:30 p.m. to 5 p.m.

YALSA will also host three special events: the Edwards Award Luncheon featuring Orson Scott Card, the Printz Awards Reception featuring Geraldine McCaughrean and the Printz Honor winners, and the Young Adult Authors Coffee Klatch featuring honorees from YALSA’s Best Books for Young Adults.

In addition, YALSA programs will highlight the fifth round of Excellence in Library Services to Young Adults, the...
YALSA Announces Member Grant and Award Winners

About YALSA’s Awards and Grants

Each of these grants and awards are given annually, except the YALSA/Greenwood Publishing Group Service to Young Adults Achievement Award, which is given every other year. The deadline to apply is Dec. 1 and applicants must be current members of YALSA. For more information or to access an application, go to www.ala.org/yalsa and click on “Awards & Grants.”

YALSA/Greenwood Publishing Group Service to Young Adults Achievement Award

Michael Cart is the inaugural winner of the YALSA/Greenwood Publishing Group Service to Young Adults Achievement Award.

The $2,000 grant, given every other year, recognizes a YALSA member who has demonstrated unique and sustained devotion to young adult services through substantial work in several initiatives.

In nominating Cart, Amy Alessio, teen coordinator at the Schaumburg (Ill.) Township District Library, noted that “Michael has gone to great lengths many times to help our association achieve excellence.”

A YALSA past president, Cart helped establish the Michael L. Printz Award for Excellence in Young Adult Literature, chaired several Best of the Best in Young Adult Literature preconferences, and writes a column for Booklist called “Cart Blanche.”

The next recipient of the YALSA/Greenwood Publishing Group Service to Young Adults Achievement Award will be named in 2010.

Baker and Taylor Scholarship Grant

Sudi Q. Napalan and Charlene Helsel-Kather won the 2008 Baker and Taylor Conference Grant. Each will receive a $1,000 grant to attend the ALA Annual Conference in Anaheim, Calif., June 26–July 2.

The grant is awarded for first-time attendance at an Annual Conference. The recipients must be members of YALSA and have between one and ten years experience working with teenagers.

Napalan is the school library media specialist at Saipan Southern High School in the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands. In addition to teaching both faculty and 753 students a well-crafted program of information literacy skills, Napalan has increased the hours of her library and collaborated with her public library system to teach teen mothers and fathers to read to their children and use library resources.

Helsel-Kather is the young adult librarian for the Elyria (Ohio) Public Library, which serves more than four thousand teens. Helsel-Kather has established strong relationships with the local middle schools and high school, visiting them to promote teen programming and attending district school librarian meetings. In addition to popular gaming programs and Harry Potter extravaganzas, Helsel-Kather has hosted local speakers from her county coroner’s office and mystery nights.

BWI Collection Development Grant

Sarah Daviau of the Lincoln County Public Libraries in Libby, Mont., and Joan Light-Kraft of the Montrose (Colo.) Regional Library District, won the 2008 BWI/YALSA Collection Development Grant.

Each receives a grant of $1,000, donated by BWI, for collection development. The grant is awarded to YALSA members who represent a public library and work directly with young adults ages 12–18.

Daviau is the adult public services librarian at the Lincoln County Public Libraries, located in northwest Montana. The system serves 19,000 residents through libraries located in Libby, Troy, and Eureka. The county still qualifies for frontier status and many of its young people are home-schooled or attend one-room schoolhouses. Daviau intends to build her nonfiction collection in various ways, including college and scholarship guides, books on the creative arts and career information.

Light-Kraft is a reference librarian for the Montrose Regional Library District, which serves four communities from a 500-square-foot library, the second smallest in Colorado. A new library will open in early 2008. Currently, the library has fewer than one hundred books. She plans on using the grant to improve the young adult collection through the addition of contemporary fiction, nonfiction, college preparation books and manuals, DVDs, audio-books, and Spanish-language materials.

Great Book Giveaway

Margaret Green Junior High School (MGJHS) in Cleveland, Miss., is the winner of YALSA’s annual Great Book Giveaway. Its library received one ton of books, audiobooks, and other materials, worth approximately $30,000, from items publishers and producers donated to YALSA in 2007. Camden County High School in Camden, N.C., is the second place winner and received it approximately $4,000 in books, audiobooks, and other materials.

In the winning application, librarian Beverly Fioranelli said the MGJHS collection contained many books that were more than thirty to fifty years old—just 15 percent of MGJHS’s collection includes books with recent publication dates. For many students in Cleveland, the MGJHS is their only source for books and other library materials, due to a lack of public transportation. "The money needed to improve the MGJHS library simply is not
there,” Fioranelli said. “It is a blessing to receive the items awarded in the Great Book Giveaway.”

Due to the volume of material received in the past year, YALSA was able to name a second-place winner, Camden County High School. In her application, Beth Strecker, media coordinator, noted that Camden County is the only district in the state of North Carolina without a public library. “For our residents, we provide the only local access to library materials,” Strecker said.

Frances Henne/VOYA Research Grant

Arlene Weber Morales is the 2008 recipient of the YALSA/Frances Henne Research Grant. Arlene Weber Morales is a school library media specialist at Midwood High School in Brooklyn, N.Y.

This grant of $500 provides seed money for small-scale projects that will encourage research that responds to the YALSA Research Agenda.

Morales’ proposed study is titled, “School Library Media Specialists’ Instruction Improves the Academic Performance of Students’ Research and Technology Skills.”

Morales’ project involves two groups of students, one of which will receive bibliographic instruction from a certified library media specialist and one of which will not. All student participants will take the iSkills Assessment, providing evidence of the difference bibliographic instruction can make.

Sagebrush Award

Seth Cassel is the winner of the 2008 YALSA/Sagebrush Award for a Young Adult Reading or Literature Program.

The YALSA/Sagebrush Award provides $1,000 to support the recipient’s attendance at the ALA Annual Conference. Each year the corporation offers this award to allow the winner to promote reading or literature to teens in a significant, replicable program. Cassel will present at the 2008 Annual Conference in Anaheim, Calif., alongside the winners from the fifth round of Excellence In Library Services to Young Adults.

Cassel, a teen webmaster from McDonogh High School in Owings Mills, Md., won for his Web site, Flamingnet (www.flamingnet.com), an innovative site in which teenagers from all over the United States review young adult books.

In 2002, Cassel, then in fifth grade, created Flamingnet with his father. A voracious reader, Cassel combined his love for reading with his father’s interest in computer programming. Gradually he wrote and posted reviews on the books that he read. National publishers and authors of young adult literature began requesting that Cassel review their books. As he began receiving more and more books, he opened his reviews to young adults across the nation. These reviewers now form an online community of readers ranging from fifth grade to college age.

In addition, the site offers opportunities for its visitors to buy reviewed books; users who purchase books through Flamingnet give the site points to be used toward the purchase of young adult materials for needy libraries and other facilities. Flamingnet also supports young adult reading programs through monetary contributions generated through the Web site. Flamingnet donated hundreds of books to victims of Hurricane Katrina, as well as public schools and charitable organizations.

YALSA Lists and Awards Now Accepting Nominations

YALSA’s selection committees are hard at work reading books for the 2009 booklists and awards—and they need your help!

Visit www.ala.org/yalsa/booklists and nominate your favorite YA titles for any of our awards (Alex, Edwards, Morris, Odyssey, or Printz) or booklists (Amazing Audiobooks for Young Adults, Best Books for Young Adults, Fabulous Films for Young Adults, Great Graphic Novels for Teens, Outstanding Books for the College Bound and Lifelong Learners, Popular Paperbacks for Young Adults, and Quick Picks for Reluctant Young Adult Readers). Click on each individual list or award to find its nomination form.

Guidelines for Authors

Young Adult Library Services is the official publication of the Young Adult Library Services Association, a division of the American Library Association. Young Adult Library Services is a vehicle for continuing education of librarians working with young adults (ages twelve through eighteen) that showcases current research and practice relating to teen services and spotlights significant activities and programs of the division.

For submission and author guidelines, please visit www.ala.org/ala/yalsa/yals/authorguidelines.cfm/htm.
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SPRING FICTION THEY’LL FIND HARD TO PUT DOWN

Alex Shearer
Ages 9–12 • 240 pages • 0-439-90309-2 • $16.99
“Delightfully droll, dark humor…. Readers with a taste for the bizarre…will find this tale most tasty.” — Kirkus Reviews

Tom Becker
Ages 12 and up • 304 pages • 0-545-03739-5 • $16.99
“Plenty of suspense and lots of scares.” — Booklist
“Contemporary gothic horror of the juiciest kind.” — Kirkus Reviews

Gordon Korman
Ages 9–12 • 256 pages • 0-439-90344-0 • $16.99
“High jinks move along at a heady clip.” — Booklist
“(A) fun romp by the prolific and always entertaining Korman.” — Kirkus Reviews

Roderick Gordon
Illustrated by Brian Williams
Ages 9–12 • 480 pages • 0439-87177-8 • $17.99
“Compelling…[Posits] not just one secret civilization beneath London’s streets but any number…. A very promising series kickoff.” — Booklist, starred review

Aimee Friedman
Ages 12 and up • 384 pages • 0-439-92227-5 • $16.99
“Delightful, funny, insightful.” — Booklist
“Teens will relate to Aimee Friedman’s funny and believable story and the universal problems she presents.” — BookPage

Phoebe Stone
Ages 9–12 • 288 pages • 0-439-80245-8 • $16.99
“An ode to love in many forms…. [Told] with the strong, rough-edged purity of a young poet.” — Booklist, starred review
“Sweet and winning.” — Kirkus Reviews
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CONOR BROEKHART’S RACE FOR FLIGHT IS NOW A RACE FOR SURVIVAL.

FROM THE BEST-SELLING AUTHOR OF ARTEMIS FOWL

“A tour de force.”
—Publishers Weekly (Starred Review)

“Grippingly written, this is a fast-paced, highly entertaining tale.”
—School Library Journal (Starred Review)

“This high-flying page-turner will keep readers riveted to their seats . . .”
—Kirkus Reviews (Starred Review)

BASEBALL’S UNSUNG HEROES

“A SUMPTUOUS . . . SOARS as a tribute to the individuals [of the Negro baseball leagues].”
—Publishers Weekly, Starred Review

“Nelson CONTINUES TO TOP HIMSELF with each new book.”
—Kirkus Reviews, Starred Review

“CELEBRATES TRiumphing on one’s own terms andembracingadversity.”
—Booklist, Starred Review

“An ENGAGING TRIBUTE that should RESONATE with a wide audience and DELIGHT baseball fans of all ages.”
—School Library Journal, Starred Review

WE ARE THE SHIP
The Story of Negro League Baseball

FOREWORD BY HANK AARON

www.jumptothesun.com www.wearetheship.com